women‘s detective novel

Black shelf
Black dolphins
In the black body
Women‘s detective series. Eksmo. Moscow 2018. approx. 350 pages each
The main character is the Moscow investigative journalist Inga Belova. Due to a scandal, she and her photographer colleague Oleg were dismissed from the glossy magazine QQ. Inga has since tried her luck as a freelance investigative video
blogger. She encounters strange incidents, mostly in her immediate private environment, in which the police see no reason
to investigate. Thus Inga herself begins with investigations. Among her supporters are her photographer colleague and friend Oleg, forensic scientist Kholodikver, detective Kirill Arkharov and a mysterious IT guy who hides behind the pseudonym
Indiwind and makes special requests for Inga for a small fee: researching addresses, telephone numbers and personal data,
cracking passwords, checking the accuracy of information, etc.
Inga herself has the rare gift of seeing spoken words as colours and thus their emotional colouring (similar to synaesthesia).
As helpful as this is in her research, as disturbing is it in her private live. Since she cannot turn it off, she also analyses telephone calls with her mother or daughter in clairvoyant commentaries, which also makes subplots in the novel entertaining
and funny.
With the young Inga Belova, the female author collective succeeds in creating a modern, authentic main heroine: thoroughly honest and soberly analytical, cheeky, thoughtful and reliable, willing to take risks to the brink of illegality, insistent
to the point of stubbornness. As the single mother of a pubescent daughter, we also experience her from her vulnerable,
self-doubting side. As a divorced single woman, she attracts the attention of men not only because of her research: ex-husband, best friend and colleague, old classmate, detective and others. Or is it Inga who gives herself a certain hope? The
consistent further development of the main heroine Inga not only succeeds very convincingly as a single mother, but also as
a „left alone“ woman.
In terms of content, the authors of the collective always focus on very pu-to-date topics: international art trade in connection
with robbery and counterfeiting, demolition of entire residential quarters in Moscow in connection with land speculation,
influence of social networks on the psyche (discussion about depression), etc. Each time they prove their ability to compose
the theme into an intelligently entangled plot with several unexpected twists and turns and, moreover, to very cleverly lay
the wrong tracks. The main plot in all cases takes place in today‘s Moscow. Its streets, squares, quarters and backyards,
described in detail, provide the concretely recognizable crime scenes for the series.
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Black
shelf
Vol. 1. Moscow 2018. 345 pages
Inga Belova has just been dismissed from the glossy magazine QQ because of a scandal and has to accept
another blow: TV anchorman Volokhov, her old friend and teacher, has died. Heart attack is the official
version. Inga is in a desolate state. When she learns from Volochov‘s widow that an expensive book – the
libretto „Parade“ by Jean Cocteau with the author‘s autograph and original drawings by Pablo Picasso
– has disappeared from the apartment, she no longer believes in a heart attack. A forensic scientist friend of hers confirms that he was murdered, because tiny traces of an injection were found on the back of
Volokhov‘s head. Since the police remain inactive, Inga pushes the investigation of the death of Volochov
herself. She learns of his close relationship to a young poet. But shortly before he can provide her with
information, he is run over in front of Inga‘s eyes. The license plate leads Inga to the Bolshoi Theatre and to
one of the set designers. He confesses to the hit-and-run, but dies himself trying to escape from Moscow.
It was murder again – someone hacked into the on-board computer of the getaway car and manipulated
it. The perpetrator obviously unscrupulously tries to eliminate witnesses. Soon Inga finds the link between
Bolshoi Theatre, poet and Volochov. It is the famous German collector Otto von Meier. On his behalf, the
poet stole the libretto „Parade“ (Volochov decidedly refused to sell), and the set designer stole original
drawings and decorations by famous artists from the Bolshoi Theatre and replaced them with copies. Meier
operates in Russia through a member of the Cultural Committee, who not only helps with art theft, but also
organizes an exhibition in honour of Meier‘s father – a man who had saved 150 Jewish families at great risk
in the 1930s. But the exhibition, which is supposed to be Otto‘s triumph, becomes his funeral. The young
American Michael, who has been working with Inga in the background for quite some time, appears at
the funeral. He comes from a German-Jewish family that once turned to Meier senior to help them escape
from Nazi Germany. In return, the family had bequeathed all their art treasures to Meier. But Meier wrote
a denunciation to the SS, just as he had done hundreds of other times and thus came into possession of a
huge art collection. The first 150 families actually rescued had served him only as bait. This is told in flashbacks to Germany in the 1930s and to the USA in the 2000s. After Michael has made everything public,
the collection is confiscated immediately. Meier‘s henchman from the Culture Committee can set off for
London.
In the end, however, it turns out that this story has nothing to do with the murder of Volochov. Volochov
was murdered by an elderly journalist who was terminally ill and who had decided to take a whole series of
former world stars to the afterlife before his own death. Not without first leading interviews with them to his
own fame, in which he even recorded their deaths on video. In the end, he also places his own video confession on the Internet.
A multi-layered, fascinatingly dense thriller with a series of unexpected twists. Step by step, the loose
threads of several crimes are linked together to surprise the reader once again at the end: two overlapping
but independent circles of perpetrators and motifs whose associated crimes happen to benefit each other.
The subject of art auction trading in conjunction with the robbery and restitution of Jewish art collections
gives the novel a factually well-researched international framework.
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Black dolphins
Vol. 2. Moscow 2018. 318 pages
Inga Belova is currently researching fraud in connection with the renovation of historical monuments in
Moscow. Under the guise of monument protection, valuable buildings are actually being destroyed –
because of the valuable properties in the heart of Moscow. Together with her best friend, the photographer
Oleg Stein, Inga collects evidence. But then something terrible happens. Because Oleg doesn‘t answer
her calls Inga one morning goes to Stein with the housekeeper they share, and they find him hanged in his
photo studio.
The shocked Inga refuses to believe that the cheerful and fun-loving Oleg has killed himself. But evidence
seems clear. There is a suicide note written by him. One of his friends claims that Oleg had had a severe
depression for several years. When she logs into his profile from his computer, Inga discovers the „Black
Dolphins“, a secret group in which Oleg was not only an ordinary member, but also one of the moderators.
The group‘s member list is updated regularly, posts sometimes appear on the pinboard stating that the
next person has „awakened“ (i.e. committed suicide). But without a name. Whoever joins the group gets
a number and a new name – in honor of a celebrity who committed suicide. Oleg, for example, was Robin
Williams (matching the way of his suicide – strangulation). Inga enters the group with a fake account and
starts chatting with the moderator Charon under her avatar name Dalida. But in real Moscow, she rattles
out the relatives of those group members who had „awakened“ before Oleg. She notes with horror that
Oleg was apparently involved in the „awakening“ of these people. She learns from the relatives that Stein
came to see the victims personally shortly before their suicide. In Oleg‘s camera Inga finds photos of these
suicides. Inga also finds out that the organizers of the „Black Dolphins“ act out of self-interest: before the
suicide, everyone renounces, on Charon‘s orders, all worldly goods and bequeath his entire possessions to
allegedly needy people (but in reality – the organizers of the group).
The version of Stein‘s involvement in the criminal activities becomes obsolete when Inga learns that he had
a 20-year-old son who also committed suicide three years earlier. He was the second victim of the „Black
Dolphins“. It turned out that Stein had secretly decided to do his own research to bring the criminal machinations to light. Only for this purpose he had joined the „Black Dolphins“ and was killed when he came too
close to them. Based on notes that Oleg did not accidentally leave to Inga, she can uncover Charon‘s true
identity. A face-to-face encounter she almost pays with death – the criminal ties her to a chair and forcibly
gives her pills to stage a Dalida-style suicide. Inga can barely be rescued by detective Kirill Arkharov. Only
with Inga‘s help can Kirill finally close the case of the „Black Dolphins“. She learned from Charon that there
is a boss who has thought all this up. It‘s Chernov, the very first suicide who started it all. But he is alive. Inga
finds him under a false name with his family at the Black Sea.
And as in the first crime thriller with Inga Belova, the reader is surprised by another unexpected turn in the
finale. Inga finds out that the son of her housekeeper Lyusya, who was also Oleg‘s housekeeper, owed Oleg
a very large sum of money borrowed for the purchase of an apartment. While cleaning Lyusya had found
the rope as well as Oleg‘s suicide note, both actually only prepared by him for his investigations against the
„Black Dolphins“. But Lyusya and her son took advantage of it.
The subject of psychological manipulation via social networks makes „Black Dolphins“ highly up-to-date
and even more exciting, humanly dramatic and emotionally touching than Volume 1 „Black Shelf“. The
mature and sophisticated dialogues – especially in the chats between Inga and the Charon – also contribute
to this, making us credibly comprehend how even a strong-willed woman under the influence of a highly
intelligent psychopath can reach the edge of suicide.
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In the Black Body
Vol. 3 of 3 (so far). Moscow 2018. 352 pages
A severed woman‘s head is found in a canal shaft. Although the facial features are heavily disfigured, Inga
recognizes the woman again: about two years ago she had met her professionally once. The gruesome find,
however, is only the first in a chain of crimes in which the journalist encounters other acquaintances from
earlier times. Past and present, reality and the Internet form a dangerous tangle that Inga has to unravel
before it‘s too late.
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